Dear Grace —

Hello! I wish you had been on my trip! Kick up the good work I come back with +30 lbs. I did +7 lbs in 2 1/2 weeks.

Nose it makes the social as permanent green and can put a show! a bit —

Don't hurry things till you really feel all right.

Aff.
Dear Grace,

I do hope the NOSE can still smell but that it want run — I hope the scientific nurse in the lift was permanently disabled, lots of good can come from running into a steel girder — just as long as your tears don't show!

We miss you a lot, but don't worry things will soon really feel all right.

Love,

FDR
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Paula,

Aked for you today - Hope all is well & that you'll be back soon.

Love, FDR
The White House

Powter (not Požner)
Dear Paula,

Very many happy returns of the day

From your old friend

Franklin Roosevelt

The White House
Washington

Removed from Looking Forward by FDR
Mrs. C. P. Larabee

By hand.
PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE.
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This is a full-rate Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable sign above or preceding the address.
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NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT
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Received at
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Miss Tully OLL Camp Livingston Manor NY

So glad you had good trip why the change in plans tell missy we are having fine cruise best regards you both

Roosevelt

1221PM

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE.

SIGNS

DL = Day Letter
NM = Night Message
NL = Night Letter
LCO = Deferred Cable
CAB = Cable Letter
WLT = Week-End Letter

Collection: Grace Tully Archive, Series: Grace Tully Papers
Box 4, Folder = Correspondence: Roosevelt, Franklin D., undated
BRC36 14=WARMSPRINGS GA NOV 30 254P

MISS GRACE TALLY=
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS MD=

BEST WISHES FOR HEALTH & HAPPINESS & THE MARYLAND TURKEY & THANKS FOR WIRE=
FRANKLIN & ELEANOR ROOSEVELT.
Many thanks for your wire have thought much about you and glad you feel well love from us both

Franklin And Eleanor

1133 A
Dear Paula

We miss you - come back very soon - I wish you could go fishing with the gang tomorrow!

FDR
To Paula - to big;
white whittle poof - not a
small black one.

F.D.
Dear Old Uncle,

From the White House,

In your [illegible].
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Mrs. Tully,

I wish you too could go to
Hyde Park - get a little change
of scene - but we shall be
thinking of you - so I look
forward to getting you out
of the old hospital very
down.

Always sincerely,

FDR
THE WHITE HOUSE

Mrs. Alice Lee Tully,
Emergency Hospital,
Washington, D.C.

Room 5-53.
In Paula
From her old
Panamanian Friend

 Ferd.
Dear Paula,

I do wish I could be there Saturday. All the good folks in the world seem to want to come back to Washington very soon.

Affe.

FDR
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

3/27

Paula:

Put on my desk in the W.H.

FDR
Bring these checks down.

Submit draft in press file
in draft folder
Grace Davidson's letter
with rest of people

Message from Missy to one through FDR.
Many Happy Returns

HIGH C's
from
their thoughtful
PA-PA

who thinks the lovely
pattern and the colorful
colors will remind them of
HOME
(especially the attic)
To keep the children warm on the high C’s from their thoughtful PAPA who thinks the lovely pattern and the beautiful colors will remind them of HOME (especially the attic)
S.S.T.

This is current York
Mat. File

[Signature]
The President has an 1831 copy of The Token and an 1833 copy—perhaps he would like to have this 1832 copy.

Paula

Dear—

Over so many

hands 71 75

back about to

Tell her not to release till

I can send over his copy

August 75

Franklin D. Roosevelt
Dear Grace,

Here it is - will be back about 6 -
Till then not to release till I can read over his copy

Aug 12

[Signature]
3.3.7.

Please ask State Dept. to send the 75th Anniversary
London to Chicago to Col. The Hon. Arthur Murray
in Cala Isle of 8/1
Oban
Argyle
Scottish.
G.T.

This is Dead Branch Mul.

file - It can now go to regular on personal files as sorted

F.D.